Discussion
The main structural feature for RbisMnnO^ are J[Mn0 2 ] n " chains constituted of strongly distorted edge-sharing M11O4 tetrahedra. The rubidium ions fill the space in between forming a honeycomb-like arrangement (figure, top). Both features are also found in the incommensurate composite RbuMneOiô [1] with minor differences in details regarding the chains of edge-sharing tetrahedra, which are helicoidally screwed with a slightly different periodicity (figure, bottom). The exceptional large supercell dimensions are caused by the need to adjust the translation period of the J[Mn0 2 ] chains to the one of the rubidium framework. RbisMnnC>22 can also be described as a commensurate modulated composite. Indeed some unusually large displacement parameters of individual rubidium and oxygen ions are indicating a not fully adequate crystallographic description. A crystallographic analysis within the super-space approach [4] will be published elsewhere [1] . 
